1. Introduction. The point set of chief interest in this paper, a plane bounded continuum Z, is the sum of a continuum X and a class of connected sets [X a ], each element X a of which has at least one limit point in X and is a closed subset of c u (X+Xb) 
A. (e" + e) 9*e, by 8(ii). B. (e" + e) * (a'+a), by 6(i)
and e= [(a + b) ' + (a + c) ] which contradicts 8(ii), or else (ii) e"=* [(a+b) ' + (a + c) ] and e = (b'+c)' which contradicts 8(i) and also 11.
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CONCURRENCE AND UNCOUNTABILITY* BY N. E. RUTT 1. Introduction. The point set of chief interest in this paper, a plane bounded continuum Z, is the sum of a continuum X and a class of connected sets [X a ], each element X a of which has at least one limit point in X and is a closed subset of c u (X+Xb) , where Xb is any element of [X a ] different from X a and where c u (X+Xb) is the unbounded component of the plane complement of the set X+X b . Upon a basis of separation properties, orderf may be assigned to the elements of [X a ] agreeing in its details with that of some subset of a simple closed curve. We shall use some definite element X r of [X a ] as reference element, selecting as X r one of [X a ] containing a point arcwise accessible from c u (Z) Society, vol. 33, No. 3, with X r separates infinitely many of the one from infinitely many of the other. It is easily seen that two series with infinitely many elements in common are concurrent, that two non-concurrent series may exist such that no element of [X a ] separates infinitely many of one from infinitely many of the other with respect to X r , and that when two series having the same sense are not concurrent, then one of the two contains an element which together with X r separates all the elements of one series from all but a finite number of the elements of the other. [Xi] y; and, for simplification, this will be assumed. Consider the prime ends, § a simple closed curve C of c M (X r +X+X«). The subcollection of these, each one of which contains a-mong its chief points a point of X a , is an arc|| C a , not including its ends. Let the ends of C a be U and V, let R be any element of C with a chief point in X r , and let C u and C v be the Consider the set K\. It is obviously connected. If it is not closed, let I be a limit point of it. Now if \=/j,+n, n and^u being as in the paragraph above except that \x may possibly be zero, then K\ c Z M , so that the point / must belong to some element Xi of [X a ] contained in Z M . All but two of the elements of [X a ] in Z M belonging to K\ are separated from X a by X n +i and X nt both of these being elements of [X a ] in Z M arcwise accessible from c u {Zy), so, as Xi contains /, it can not be separated from them by X n and X n +i. Thus I may exist only if n = 0. But in this case Xi would have to be separated from any series of [X a ] in K\ of which it contains a limit by Xi x and X r , both of these being elements of [X a ] in K\ arcwise accessible from c u {Z\). So I can not exist, and K\ is closed. The statements above apply directly to all except K 0 , which is easily seen to be a continuum by similar means. Accordingly, when X a contains a point arcwise accessible from c u (Z), the fact that Z -X a = Si^\+(Z <r -X a ) verifies the theorem.
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